CampusLink for Moodlerooms
Integrating Online and Traditional Academics on One Platform

“Our partnership with Campus Management helps customers improve operations and deliver seamless access to the campus user-community.”

Tom Murdock
Co-Founder and Vice President
Moodlerooms

Moodlerooms for the Virtual Classroom

With CampusLink™ for Moodlerooms, students enjoy Web-based access to course materials and knowledge resources, instructors are liberated from manual course administration, and administrators have a consolidated view of student information across traditional, flexible, and online education programs. The solution integrates the leading student information system, CampusVue® Student, with Moodlerooms joule®, an enterprise-class learning management platform based on Moodle. Now you can benefit from a world-class learning management solution without having to divert time and resources away from helping students.

CampusVue Student and Moodlerooms joule

Campus Management and Moodlerooms have formed a collaborative partnership to optimize integration between CampusVue Student and Moodlerooms joule. Our combined expertise and technology enables institutions to adopt the most robust solution for learning management across departments, campuses, and other systems. We ensure that data flows freely and securely between systems in real time to improve academic services and provide a more comprehensive view of student performance across delivery formats and programs, from on-site to online instruction. We also make sure the system can grow with your institution.
**Integration Based on Best Practices**
With decades of combined service to higher education, Campus Management and Moodlerooms have developed a standards-based integration for maximizing return on your investment in technology.

**Simplify Administration**
The integration of CampusVue Student and joule enables administrators and instructors to create, update, and delete joule users, courses, and enrollments all within CampusVue Student.

**Save Time, Prevent Inaccuracies**
When enrollment and grade data is updated in CampusVue Student, it is automatically reflected within joule, thereby limiting the administrative burden and mistakes associated with manual data transfers.

**Streamline Course Creation**
With site-wide course templating features, instructors can create common course formats and reuse courses, eliminating the need to create the same course from scratch more than once.

**Create a More Seamless Experience**
Single sign-on capabilities enable users to work seamlessly between CampusVue Student and joule.

**joule: Moodlerooms e-Learning Platform**
joule facilitates the creation and arrangement of instructional content and activities. Using simple but powerful tools, instructors direct students through those shared or personalized learning activities, while tracking their success. joule begins with Moodle® — the world’s most popular open-source online course software — and adds additional features and services that together provide:
- Innovative enhancements to the user interface that save teachers and students time
- Training and best practices for online instruction
- Configuration expertise based on the way you want your site and courses to look and feel
- Software update management and services to support a reliable, stable, and scalable online experience for clients

**About Campus Management Corp**
More than 1,700 colleges, universities, foundations, and other organizations in 17 countries rely upon Campus Management Corp® enterprise software products and services. The CampusVue® Ecosystem is a vision for a fully integrated, centralized administrative and e-Learning platform that unifies services, academic delivery, administrative management, and reporting for the range of public, private, and proprietary postsecondary institutions. The ecosystem includes the CampusVue Student administrative system and CampusVue Portal solution, as well as Talisma® Constituent Relationship Management (CRM) and fundraising software.

**About Moodlerooms**
Moodlerooms is an education technology company dedicated to bringing excellent online teaching to institutions across the globe. The company serves colleges and universities, schools, companies, and organizations by supporting the software that educators use to manage and deliver instructional content to learners in virtual classrooms. Moodlerooms customers receive all of the benefits of open-source Moodle with enterprise-level deployment, implementation, value-added support, services, and features.